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Electrochemical
Marking Solutions



A solution for a wide range 
of components

Electrochemical marking offers real versatility as the units are 

small and portable and deliver extremely high quality marks at 

a very affordable price.  Whether you need to mark the smallest 

character on the most awkward shaped component or a large 

logo on a piece of sheet metal, the ME3000 series can do it all.

We also have in-house manufacturing capability for bespoke 

workholding for ease of use and provide consistent repeatability 

of marks.

started (except stencils)

 Automotive Aerospace

 Nuclear

     Food Processing

 Medical

 Space



ME3000 Marking Kit Range

ME3000T Advanced Marking Kit
The most advanced and versatile marking machine available capable 

barcodes and logos.  Kit supplied with everything you need to get 
started (except stencils)

a light etch followed by an oxide mark all in one operation)

ME3000S Standard Marking Kit
The ME3000S is ideal where programs do not need to be stored, 
where combined marking is not needed and the finer level of control 
offered by the ME3000T is not required

ME3000P Semi-Automatic System
The ME3000P is a compact semi-automatic air jig for marking 

the ME3000T and ME3000S.

needed

mounting of fixtures



Stencil Options

BRSK Stencils

Long Life Photographic Stencils

production marking and sheets with multiple impressions of the data

The stencil carries the image to be marked onto the metal surface of the component.   
We supply four stencil types to ensure there is a stencil to suit your needs exactly.

logos



Electrolytes and 

Electrolyte Solutions
UMS have manufactured their own high quality electrolytes for over 

Nuclear and Medical applications.

lab ensuring they meet the most stringent Aerospace standards.

surface etch marking

suit different types of marking applications.  This will be determined by 

mark being applied.

both oxide and deep etch marking, using a stainless steel electrode. The 
electrolyte is applied directly to the felt pad.

surfaces.

electrode and integrates the timer enabling the complete marking 
operation to be carried out with one simple press of the marking head on 
the component to be marked.

3. 



ME3000 Range Technical 
Specification

Technical Features ME3000T ME3000S

Programmable  

Oxide Mark  

Etch Mark  

 

 

 

 

Resetable usage counter  

 

Rear accessory socket  

USB interface  

 

Ouput delay function for curved surfaces  

Use with ME3000P air jig  

 

 



Service and Support

supplying industrial marking systems across the globe, UMS have 

extensive knowledge of traceability requirements across a huge 

range of applications and industries.  We have the experience to 

ensure you get the right system to meet your exact requirements.

On-Site Evaluation

We can carry out a full on-site marking evaluation and provide 

detailed proposals where required.  We have a thorough 

knowledge of the latest industry marking standards so can 

advise to ensure your system not only meets those requirements 

but is also configured accordingly.  

Installation & Training

Most customers choose onsite training, however, we can also 

Warranty

units available to warranty customers (subject to availability) to 

prevent any loss of production.  Rental units available for non-

warranty equipment.  Extended warranty option to cover parts 

and labour.

Regular maintenance is recommended to ensure your equipment 

 

It is a proven way of keeping your costs down.  Our contracts 

Finance Options

options to enable the payment for new equipment to be spread 

over a longer period.



Discover our full range of marking equipment at www.ums.co.uk
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